Subject: Assignment of charges

Government Order No. 85 -JK (Agri) of 2020
Dated 14-05-2020

In the interest of administration, the following transfers and adjustments are hereby ordered with immediate effect:-

1. Mr. Parveen Kumar, I/C SMS-III Udhampur is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL (Project officer Soil & Water management CAD Jammu).
2. Mr. Harjeet Singh Sudan, I/C SMS-III Poonch is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Assistant Botanist Jammu.
3. Mr. Shabir Ahmad Wani, I/C SMS-III is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Ext) Ganderbal.
4. Mr. Abdul Jabar Wani, I/C SMS-III Sogam is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-II Kupwara
5. Mr. Chandeswar Dubey, I/C SDAO Gool is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-II Jammu.
6. Mr. Navtej Singh Bali, I/C SMS-III is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of MDO Baramulla.
7. Mr. Ghulam Mohi-ud-Din Mir, I/C SMS SDL Rohama is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ADO(Veg) Kupwara.
8. Mr. Rajeev Kumar, I/C SMS-III Akhnoor is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Agriculture Information Officer, Jammu.
9. Mr. Dharam pal Verma, I/C SMS-III Mendhar Poonch is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL (CAO, CAD Jammu).
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10. Mr. Bharat Bhushan I/C SMS-III Rajouri is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ADO(Veg) Rajouri.

11. Mr. Vinod Kapoor, I/C SMS-III Hiranagar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of MDO Jammu.

12. Mr. Satish Kumar Shan, I/C SMS-III Marwah is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Extn) Kistwar.

13. Mr. Rajender Singh Jamwal, I/C SMS-III Jammu (attached) is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Unit Manager SMF, Chinar.

14. Mr. Mohd. Ayoub Malik, I/C SMS-III Gurez is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Ext), Baramulla.

15. Mr. Vivek Kohli, I/C SMS-III Dansal Jammu is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of MDO Kathua.

16. Mr. Varinder Kumar Raina, I/C SMS-III Dharmari (Attached with DLE) is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL in Directorate of Agriculture Jammu.

17. Mr. Ashish Raina, I/C SMS SDL Dooru is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ADO(Veg) Anantnag.

18. Mr. Syed Tafazul Hussain Madni, I/C SMS-SDL is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Assistant Soil Chemist Pulwama.

19. Mr. Idrees Bashir Ahmad, I/C SMS SDL Ganderbal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL Pulwama.

20. Mr. Mujtaba Yehya Makhdoomi, I/C SDAO Kangan is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Training Officer, FTEC Ganderbal.

21. Mr. Yadavinder Singh Sasan, I/C Prog. Officer JDA (Ext) is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Ext) Jammu.
22. Dr. Ashwani Kumar, I/C SMS-III Akhnoor is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Ext) Ramban

23. Mr. Rajeev Kumar, I/C SMS-III Kalakote is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL (Project officer Soil & Water Management CAD Jammu)

24. Mr. Sohan Singh, I/C SDAO Ram Nagar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Apiculture Development officer Udhampur.

25. Mr. Madan Gopal Singh, I/C SDAO Ramban is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL (Project officer Soil & Water Management CAD Jammu)

26. Mr. Sanjay Anand, I/C SMS-III Billawar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of I/C Assistant Entomologist, Jammu

27. Mr. Aman Jyoti Sharma, I/C SMS-III Rajouri is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Spwan Production Officer, Jammu.

28. Mr. Mohinder Pal Singh, I/C SMS-III Ramban is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of MDO Doda

29. Mr. Suresh Kumar, I/C SDAO Nowshera Rajouri is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ASCO, CAD Sarore

30. Mr. Rakesh Kumar Sharma, I/C SMS-III Reasi is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Seed Analyst Jammu

31. Mr. Jograj Singh, I/C SMS-III Mendhar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Training Officer (Male) FTC Jammu.

32. Mr. Alok Pandotra, I/C SMS-III Dharmari is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Extn) Udhampur.

33. Mr. Dharantar Singh Manhas, I/C SMS-III Surkankote is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Farm Manager Chinore.
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34. Mr. Bal Krishan Mahajan, I/C SMS-III Ramnagar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ADO(Veg) udhampur

35. Mr. Irfan Munir Mir, I/C SMS SDL Chadoora is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL Ganderbal

36. Mr. Chaman Lal, I/C SMS-III Basohli is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Assistant Soil Chemist, Kathua.

37. Mr. Devi Ditta, I/C SMS-III Surankote is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ADO(Veg) Jammu

38. Mr. Vinod Kumar Kundal, I/C SMS-III R S Pura is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Unit Manager Chinore.

39. Mr. Ashwani Kumar, I/C SMS-III Gool is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Assistant Agrostologist Jammu.

40. Mr. Mohd. Rafiq, I/C SMS SDL Darhal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Apiculture Development Officer, Rajouri.

41. Mr. Javaid Iqbal Samoon, I/C SMS SDL Sopore is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(EXT) Sopore

42. Mr. Vinod Kumar Sharma, I/C SMS-III Budhal is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Farm Manager Chakrohi

43. Mr. Amjad Hussain Malik, I/C SDAO Marwah is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-II Jammu

44. Mr. Harbans Singh, I/C SDAO CAD Jammu is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of SMS-DL, CAO, CAD Jammu
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45. Mr. Mohd. Latief Khan, I/C SMS SDL Baramulla is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Assistant Soil Chemist Baramulla

46. Mr. Mohd. Maqbool Bhat, I/C SDAO Baramulla is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Apiculture Development Officer Baramulla

47. Mr. Waheed-ur-Rehman, I/C SDAO Tangdhar is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of Seed Analyst Srinagar

48. Mr. Syed Gull Ajaz, I/C SMS SDL Beerwah is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of DAO(Ext) Budgam

49. Mr. Farooq Ahmad Reshi, i/C SMS-DL Anantnag is transferred and shall look-after the charge of the post of ASCO Budgam.

The above arrangements shall be:-

a) Purely temporary for a period of six months only to look after the work of District Agriculture Officer and its equivalent posts or till these posts are filled up under rules by DPC/PSC whichever is earlier.

b) Not confer any right of superior claim in favour of the officers for regularization and shall be without prejudice to the outcome of any writ petition(s) pending consideration before any competent court(s).

c) Reversible without any prior notice to any officer(s) in whose case any adverse report/remarks are received from any organization/agency.

d) The above list may not be strictly in order of seniority and will be subject to the final outcome in this regard.


Sd/-
(Navin K. Choudhary), IAS
Principal Secretary to Government
Agriculture Production Department

No.Agri/Gaz/Genl/150/2019
Copy to the:
1. Joint Secretary, (J&K), Ministry of Home Affairs, Govt. of India
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